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M.C., J. Halverson, R. Richter,  0905.3379; 0909.4292; 0910.2239;!

M.C., J. Halverson, P. Langacker, R. Richter, 1001.3148 !
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                II.  Particle Physics implications (Type II):  
                     Systematic Study of Multi-Stack D-Brane  Quivers 
                     (MSSM’s w/ realistic fermion textures)  
                          Employing non-perturbative effects: D-instanons         

Focus on:  

              I.  D-instantons in Type II (primarily IIA) and their  

                  lifts to global F-theory (effects on charged matter couplings) 

 F-theory aspects: M.C., I. Garcia-Etxebbaria, R. Richter, 0911.0012 

M.C., I. Garcia-Etxebbaria, J. Halverson,  UPR-1216-T, about to appear!



Outline 

     iii. Particle physics implications 
          Progress on local and global constructions 
          Systematic local constructions of realistic MSSM’s   

I.  Type II  side: 
    i.  Model Building  
           [w/ (intersecting) D-branes --brief summary]  

     ii. Non-perturbative effects: D-instantons         

          Focus on O(1) Instantons 
            [aspects of U(1) instantons -time  permitting] 

II.    Instantons  in  F-theory: 

 i.  Lifting of zero modes for O(1) instantons 

ii. Examples of global constructions w/ O(1) instantons 



First  supersymmetric  3-family Standard-like Models    [M.C. , Shiu, Uranga ‘01]… 

(Type IIA side) 





 intersecting D7- branes  wrapping  four-cycles in CY 

 [in F-theory part of  geometry  of  singular  CY four-fold] 

 promising local MSSM (E8 - intersection point)  [Heckman ,Vafa et al.’09]     !

 global models - early stages: GUT’s  [Marsano, Saulina, Schaefer-Nemeki’09],!

  [Blumenhagen,Grimm,Jurke,Weigand’09]…     c.f. talks by Schaefer-Nemeki,  Saulina!

Texas A&M group’04-’08…!

Just MSSM [Gmeiner,Honecker, 0806.3039]!



 intersecting D7- branes  wrapping  four-cycles in CY 

 [in F-theory part of  geometry  of  singular  CY four-fold] 

 promising local MSSM (E8 - intersection point)  [Heckman ,Vafa et al.’09]     !

 global models? - early stages: GUT’s  [Marsano, Saulina, Schaefer-Nemeki’09],!

  [Blumenhagen,Grimm,Jurke,Weigand’09]…     c.f. talks by Schaefer-Nemeki,  Saulina!

Texas A&M group’04-’08…!

Just MSSM [Gmeiner,Honecker, 0806.3039]!



Yukawa Couplings  

Intersections  in internal space  (schematic on ith-two-torus)  
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                   Cremades, Ibáñez, Marchesano’03 

w/Papadimitriou’03 

(Conformal Field Theory Techniques)! 

quantum part  

Geometric! 



!!non-pertubative effects due to  D-instantons 

(non-perturbative violation of ``anomalous’’ U(1)) 

`` ’’ 

Perturbative  





Key features: 





                 fractional gauge instantons ? 

? 







Develop conformal field theory instanton calculus  to determine 

non-perturbatively induced  superpotential couplings  quantitatively 

Ralph Blumenhagen, M. C., Timo Weigand, hep-th/0609191 

 No time! 









 Global  Type IIB GUT’s :  1010 5H non-perturbative coupling!

  [Blumenhagen,Grimm,Junke,Weigand, 0811.2938]  !

More later! 



 [M.C., J. Halverson, R. Richter, 0905.3379;!

 0909.4292; 0910.2239] 

Detailed landscape analysis  

of  MSSM w/realistic fermion textures 

New twist on Neutrino masses: 

Related works: !
Specific 3-stack [Leontaris, 0903.3691]!
Madrid quiver    [Anastasopoulos, Kiritsis, Lionetto, 0905.3044] !

SU(5) GUT’s   [Kiritsis, Lennek, Schellekens, 0909.0271] !

MSSM at toric singularities: [Krippendorf, Dolan,Maharana,Quevedo,1002.1790];!
 c.f. Quevedo’s talk!

 [M.C., J. Halverson, P. Langacker, R. Richter, 1001.3148]  

   Addressed for Madrid quiver [Ibanez,Richter 0811.1583]!

Systematic Analysis of D-Instanton effects  for MSSM’s 

[Bottom-up approach initiated [Aldazabal,Ibanez,Quevedo,Uranga’00,…Wijnholt et al.’06]]!



&  five-stack MSSM…  





(perturbatively) 





[M.C., J. Halverson, R. Richter, 0905.3379] 



Four-stack set of models with potentially viable fermion textures  

                                                                [M.C., J. Halverson, R. Richter, 0905.3379] 



Further Developments: 

II. Detailed analysis of   fermion textures  
 (extension to five-stack models)  

Examples where instantons generate three mass-scales both in 

top, down and charged lepton sector  

                                       [M.C., J. Halverson, R. Richter, 0909.4292]!

III.  Detailed analysis for absence of  dim-5 proton decay  

operators and realistic fermion textures 

                                                     [M.C., , J. Halverson, R. Richter, 0910.2239]!



Four-stack examples with no dim-five proton decay ops. 

& potentially realistic Yukawa textures 

 [M.C., , J. Halverson, R. Richter, 0910.2239] 



Concrete 5-stack model 
 (w/ three mass scales in top, bottom in charged lepton sector)  

Triple mass hierarchy achieved via ``factorization of Yukawa matrices’’ 

 due to vector-pairs of zero fermion modes-stringy (technical, no time) 



Latest:  IV. New twist on Neutrino masses: 

generated directly via stringy Weinberg Operator 
(MSSM without  right-handed neutrinos)  

Requires lowered Ms  ~ (104 – 1014) GeV  

 (& ensuring ! parameter and fermion textures of  the correct  order) 

Systematic search produces a number of  viable examples  

                                           [M.C., J. Halverson, P. Langacker, R. Richter, 1001.3148]!



Viable five-stack models w/ stringy Weinberg operator 

 [M.C., J. Halverson, P. Langacker, R. Richter, 1001.3148] 



Concrete 5-stack spectrum w/ stringy Weinberg operator 



Digression: Other Instantons 



U(1) 

U(1)/ 

O(1) 

O6 

Nonchiral intersection: {m, m} 

! –FI (due to complex structure moduli)  

!=<m> 

I. 

Can contribute 

 to superpotential! 



II. 



Action not supersymmetric?] 



II.  F-theory & O(1) instantons 

M.C., I. Garcia-Etxebbaria, R. Richter, 0911.0012 

i)! Absence of "   in F-theory:  

      E3 O(1) instanton  w/ O7- plane  as real co-dimension-two 

defects on the world-volume of E3 : 

O7 as two mutually non-local (p.q) Gaberdiel-Zwiebach defects [Sen’96] 

                                                                            w/ SL(2,Z) monodromy: 

Zero modes (``gauginos’’ of E3) transform as  [Kapustin,Witten’06] 

After the action around  both defects 

Projected out! 



b) Global F-theory and Charged Sector Couplings  

    due to O(1) instantons 
M.C., I. Garcia-Etxebbaria, J. Halverson,  UPR-1216-T, about to appear!

Choose to focus on:  10 10 5H due to O(1)  instantons 

Start: w/ global Type IIB model   w/ this coupling generated 

Lift to global F-theory model & address spectrum there 

(w/ Calabi-Yau n-folds as hypersurface in toric varietes "#

Algebraic geometry techniques developed for toric varieties)  



Specific IIB GUT Orientifold Geometry 

•! A Calabi-Yau three-fold- hypersurface in a 4D toric variety                
           w/ Orientifold involution 

•! D7-branes with gauge groups SO(10), Sp(2), and SO(6) on divisors [D7], [D5], 
[D3] (Cancellation of RR tadpoles associated with  orientifold O7-planes on 
divisors [D3] and [D7].) 

•! Magnetic fluxes on D7-branes break first two gauge groups to GUT U(5) and 
U(1) and give rise to chiral matter (two-families only) 

•! An O(1) instanton on the rigid, orientifold invariant divisor [D5] can generate  
     10 10 5H coupling (w/correct number of fermionic zero modes) 

[Blumenhagen,Grimm,Junke,Weigand, 0811.2938]  

Toric data: 



            Lift to F-Theory GUT 

•! Elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau four-fold –  complete intersection in a 6D toric 
variety (proper implementation of  orientifold action  -                                     )  

•! CY four-fold as an intersection of X/" (base) and fiber hypersurfaces 
•! Location of D7-branes in the base are encoded in the vanishing of the 

discriminant, where the elliptic fiber degenerates. 
    Parametrize via the Tate form of the elliptic fibration  

[Collinucci, 0812.0175] !

M.C., Garcia-Etxebarria, Halverson,  UPR-1216-T!

Base X/# 

Elliptic fiber 



Sp(2) D7, O(1) instanton 

SO(10) D7, "O7" 
                  X/"-base 

"Hidden" SO(6) D7, "O7" 

T2 fiber 



   The Tate Form in the F-Theory Lift 

•! Sections an parametrize gauge enhancements 
     (in terms of coordinates xi an complex structure moduli ci) 

•! Encode "minimal" gauge enhancement, e.g., G2 on [D7] 
•! At a special point in moduli space, the sections become 

     and recover SO(10) and Sp(2) on [D7] and [D5 ] 
•!  SO(6) on [D3 ] only recovered in IIB limit, as c3 --> 0(Sen’s limit)!

M.C., Garcia-Etxebarria, Halverson, UPR-1216-T!

- 



              Instantons in F-Theory 

•! Vertical Euclidean M5-branes wrapping the elliptic fiber and a 
generic fiber in the base, not necessarily in zero locus of #F 

•! Toric geometry- explicit control over these divisors and 
determinates possible intersections with gauge branes 

•! Uncharged zero modes in F-Theory counted by Dolbeault 
cohomology of the four-fold M5 divisor M (related to arithmetic 

    genus-Witten’97) 
[Blumenhagen, Collinucci, Jurke, 1002.1894]]  



           $ech Cohomology 

Tedious, but computerizable 

Cox, Little, Schenk, 2010!

•! Complex conjugation and the $ech-Dolbeault isomorphism 

•! Compute this explicitly by computing $ech cohomology of line 
bundles on toric varieties 

    (long exact sequences in cohomology via the Koszul sequence) 

•! e.g.,                           for a<0 

•! Integral M lattice associates to each                                           
      point a monomial, and the signs of the  
      region" it lies in encode on which 

      patches it is well defined. 
•! Only compact regions can contribute 

      to cohomology 

               

specifically: check " –zero mode  absent 
(But the developed code  for  $ech cohomology  

of line bundles in toric varieties, applicable in many contexts) 



Summary 

Type II: 

(a) Development of techniques for consistent 

      constructions w/  D-branes 

(b) Non-perturbative (D-instanton) effects: 

      New hierarchical couplings 

     Systematic searches: Landscape of realistic bottom-up MSSM        

D-brane quivers 



F-theory: 

Global F-theory models &  O(1) instantons   
contribution to charged matter couplings  

 (a) Specific Type IIB lift w/ 10 10 5H
  due to O(1) instanton 

 (b) Algebraic geometry techniques  applied to CY4  as     

      hypersurfaces in toric varieties: instanton 

      zero modes (& D-brane spectra) 

Pave  foundations for  systematic searches of 

Global F-theory Models & role of instantons there  


